OPTIMAL ORAL ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH NONRHEUMATIC ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AND RECENT CEREBRAL ISCHEMIA

THE EUROPEAN ATRIAL FIBRILLATION TRIAL STUDY GROUP*

Abstract Background. A number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of oral anticoagulant therapy in reducing the risk of stroke and systemic embolism in patients with nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation. However, both the targeted and the actual levels of anticoagulation differed widely among the studies, and a number of studies failed to report standardized prothrombin-time ratios as international normalized ratios (INRs). We therefore performed an analysis to determine the intensity of oral anticoagulant therapy in nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation that provides the best balance between the prevention of thromboembolism and the occurrence of bleeding complications.

Methods. We calculated INR-specific incidence rates for both ischemic and major hemorrhagic events occurring in 214 patients who received anticoagulant therapy in the European Atrial Fibrillation Trial, a secondary-prevention trial in patients with nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation and a recent episode of minor cerebral ischemia.

Results. The optimal intensity of anticoagulation was found to lie between an INR of 2.0 and an INR of 3.9. No treatment effect was apparent with anticoagulation below an INR of 2.0. The rate of thromboembolic events was lowest at INRs from 2.0 to 3.9, and most major bleeding complications occurred with treatment at intensities with INRs of 5.0 or above.

Conclusions. To achieve optimal levels of anticoagulation with the lowest risk in patients with atrial fibrillation and a recent episode of cerebral ischemia, the target value for the INR should be set at 3.0, and values below 2.0 and above 5.0 should be avoided. (N Engl J Med 1995; 333:5-10.)

METHODS

Patients

The study group consisted of patients in the European Atrial Fibrillation Trial who had been randomly assigned to oral anticoagulant therapy. This study was a randomized, multicenter clinical trial that aimed to assess the therapeutic efficacy and safety of oral anticoagulants and aspirin for the prevention of vascular events in patients with nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation and a recent minor cerebral ischemic event. Patients eligible for treatment with oral anticoagulants were randomly assigned to open anticoagulant treatment (INR, 2.5 to 3.9) or double-blind treatment with either aspirin (500 mg per day) or placebo. Informed consent was obtained from all study patients. The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the institutional review boards of all participating hospitals.

Anticoagulant Control

The choice of anticoagulant was left to the discretion of the physician and depended largely on that physician’s personal experience with the various agents and on their availability. Most often, physicians prescribed relatively short-acting preparations ofacenocoumarol, but warfarin and fenprocoumon were also used. The dose of anticoagulant was adjusted on the basis of the patient’s prothrombin time. To accommodate variations in the composition and responsiveness of the thromboplastins and in the methods needed to measure the prothrombin time, all the centers were asked to use only calibrated commercial preparations. This would allow prothrombin-time values to be reported in INR equivalents. All the centers used well-known, standardized thromboplastins. The collaborating investigators were urged to use conversion tables available from the laboratories involved, and these tables were checked during site visits. The INRs were to be maintained at a target value of 3.0 (range, 2.3 to 3.9). The prothrombin time had to be monitored at least once a month, and the resulting values were reported to the study office every four months, when the patient came for a follow-up visit. When the intensity of anticoagulation consistently fell below the proposed range, the centers were notified by the study office.

Calculation of INR-Specific Event Rates

The data required to calculate INR-specific event rates included both information on the occurrence of events (the numerator) and
the time the patient spent in each range of anticoagulation intensity (the denominator).

Definitions of Events

To assess the optimal intensity of anticoagulation, we classified the outcome events as much as possible as ischemic or hemorrhagic complications. The primary measure of outcome in the trial was the composite event of death from cardiovascular causes, nonfatal stroke (including intracranial hemorrhage), nonfatal myocardial infarction, or systemic embolism, whichever occurred first. Death from cardiovascular causes included sudden death (in which the death was seen by an eyewitness, with a reliable observation of the time between the onset of symptoms and death, or the patient was found dead) or death from stroke, myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, systemic embolism, noncerebral bleeding, or other cardiovascular causes (including pulmonary embolism and peripheral vascular disease). Except for documented extracerebral hemorrhages, all these events were classified as ischemic.

The diagnosis of nonfatal stroke required the finding of a focal neurologic deficit that persisted for more than 24 hours. Computed tomographic (CT) scans performed at the time of the outcome event were centrally audited by physicians who were unaware of the assigned treatment. On the basis of these scans, the distinction between ischemic stroke, ischemic stroke with hemorrhagic transformation, and primary intracerebral hemorrhage was made. The diagnosis of systemic embolism was defined clinically as an abrupt vascular insufficiency of the limbs or internal organs associated with clinical or radiologic evidence of arterial occlusion, in the absence of previous obstructive disease; it did not include pulmonary embolism. Myocardial infarction had to be documented by at least two of the following characteristics: a history of chest discomfort, specific cardiac-enzyme levels more than twice the upper limit of normal, and the development of Q waves on a standard 12-lead electrocardiogram.

The occurrence of bleeding complications was recorded at each follow-up visit for each patient. Hemorrhagic episodes were classified according to severity. Fatal bleeding complications had to be documented by convincing clinical evidence or autopsy. Nonfatal bleeding complications were considered to be major if admission to the hospital and at least one transfusion or surgery were necessary, or if the complication caused a permanent increase in disability. Nosebleeds, bruising, hematemesis, and hematuria were considered to be minor if no transfusion or operative intervention was required. All events were classified independently by at least three members of the auditing committee for outcome events, after the medical records had been summarized and edited to ensure that the reviewers remained unaware of the assigned treatment. Differences of opinion were discussed in the Executive Committee, which was also blinded, and were decided by a majority vote.

The INR measured at the time of an event was recorded on the same form on which the event was reported. If no INR measurement was available at the time of the event, the most recent measurement obtained within the preceding 28 days was used.

Calculation of Observation Times for Different INR Levels

The total time each patient was observed was tabulated from the patient’s entry into the study until the final visit in April 1993, the occurrence of an event, or 28 days after the discontinuation of anticoagulant therapy, whichever came first. This observation time was stratified according to INR level. Half the time from one INR measurement to the previous measurement and half the time to the subsequent measurement were assigned as the period when that INR measurement was in effect.23 When more than 56 days passed between INR measurements for a patient, no more than 28 days of that period could be assigned to each measurement; the intervening days, for which the intensity of anticoagulation was undefined, were assigned to a separate category known as “unknown INR.”

Statistical Analysis

Event rates, 95 percent confidence intervals, and event-rate ratios were derived by standard calculations, based on the assumption of a Poisson distribution of the number of events, with an Egret statistical package.24 A multivariate Poisson regression model25 was used to control for confounding due to possible differences in age, systolic blood pressure, history of ischemic heart disease, and the presence of an enlarged heart (cardiothoracic ratio, >50 percent) as seen on chest radiography. These variables have been identified as the most important predictors of recurrent cardiovascular events in patients treated with oral anticoagulants (unpublished data). In addition, other studies have identified age and systolic blood pressure as predictors of bleeding complications.26

RESULTS

From October 1988 through May 1992, 1007 patients were enrolled in the European Atrial Fibrillation Trial. Of 669 patients eligible for anticoagulant therapy, 225 were randomly assigned to treatment with oral anticoagulants. Two patients refused to begin treatment with anticoagulants, and treatment was stopped within seven days in one patient because of erratic compliance. In another eight patients no INR values were obtained, because before their first follow-up visit they either had a major outcome event or discontinued anticoagulant treatment (four patients each). These 11 patients were excluded from further analysis. For the remaining 214 patients, a total of 72 patient-years spent receiving the treatment were unaccounted for because there was insufficient information on INR measurements. The analyses reported here were based on the remaining 377 patient-years. Fifty-five percent of the patients were men, their mean age was 71 years, and 43 percent had a history of hypertension.

Intensity of Anticoagulation

A total of 4883 INR values were reported to the study office, with a median of 21 determinations per patient (range, 1 to 63). Given an average follow-up of 2.1 years while the patients were receiving treatment, INR determinations were reported approximately every 5 weeks. INR values for 47 patients were unavailable at some time during the trial for periods exceeding three months, indicating that for these patients only assumptions can be made about the overall intensity of anticoagulation. Figure 1 shows the intensity of anticoagulation that was obtained. Fifty-six percent of all available INR measurements were within the target range of 2.5 to 3.9. Thirty-five percent of the measurements were below this range, and 9 percent were above it. These percentages were similar for all age groups studied (under 65 years, from 65 through 75 years, and over 75 years).

INR-Specific Event Rates

An overview of all events is given in Table 1, and the corresponding INR-specific event rates are shown in Table 2. Higher INR levels were associated with increases in the incidence of not only major bleeding complications, but also presumed ischemic events, indicating that the latter could theoretically have included unrecognized hemorrhagic events (e.g., in the five sudden deaths and the three strokes in patients for whom no CT scans were performed). Because of the relatively small number of events, further analyses were restricted to the 39 outcome events characterized...
by an ischemic episode (in 23 patients), a major hemorrhagic episode (in 13), or an undetermined episode (in 3), whichever came first.

For these 39 combined events, the total number of patient-years included within the INR-specific intervals was as follows: 40 patient-years for INRs of less than 2.0, 186 years for INRs from 2.0 to 2.9, 114 years for INRs from 3.0 to 3.9, 27 years for INRs from 4.0 to 4.9, and 10 years for INRs of 5.0 or more. For 32 of the 39 outcome events, INR measurements obtained at the time of the event were available. INR-specific incidence rates and the corresponding 95 percent confidence intervals are shown in Figure 2. The highest event rates corresponded to INR values below 2.0 (predominantly ischemic events; rate, 18 per 100 patient-years) and above 5.0 (predominantly hemorrhagic events; rate, 60 per 100 patient-years). The lowest incidence rate for ischemic and hemorrhagic events combined was found at INRs from 2.0 to 2.9. Multivariate Poisson regression analyses were performed to assess the independent risk of an outcome event for INR-specific intervals, after control for age, systolic blood pressure at entry into the study, history of ischemic cardiac disease, and cardiomegaly (Table 3).

As compared with therapy producing an INR below 2.0, anticoagulant therapy producing an INR from 2.0 to 2.9 reduced the incidence of events by 80 percent (rate ratio, 0.2; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.1 to 0.6). This effect was slightly less in the case of therapy producing an INR from 3.0 to 3.9 (rate ratio, 0.4; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.1 to 1.1). At higher intensities the event rate was increased, largely because of an increased rate of hemorrhagic complications (Fig. 2). With INRs from 4.0 to 4.9, the rate ratio for vascular events and major hemorrhages was 1.6 (95 percent confidence interval, 0.6 to 4.6), and with INRs of 5.0 or above this rate ratio increased even further, to 3.6 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.2 to 11). In these analyses both age and the presence of cardiomegaly remained important risk factors for recurrent events (thromboembolic or hemorrhagic). Additional analyses

![Figure 1: Intensity of Anticoagulation in the Study Patients, According to Reported INR Values and Person-Years of Exposure to Various Levels of Anticoagulant Therapy.](image)

The left-hand panel shows the percentage of all reported INRs that were within the given ranges. The right-hand panel shows the number of person-years that were associated with each INR range. If more than 56 days passed between consecutive INR measurements, 28 days were assigned to each measurement and the INR value of the remaining days was considered to be unknown.
showed that an age over 75 years was associated with a higher risk of major bleeding (rate ratio, 3.6; 95 percent confidence interval, 1.0 to 13) independently of the therapeutic intensity of anticoagulation. Systolic blood pressure over 160 mm Hg at study entry was not associated with a higher rate of major bleeding complications.

**DISCUSSION**

In our study of patients with nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation and recent cerebral ischemia, anticoagulation resulting in an INR of 2.0 to 3.9 offered the best balance between recurrent ischemic events and major bleeding complications. It therefore seems that anticoagulation with a target intensity resulting in an INR of 3.0 may provide an optimal therapeutic effect with the lowest risk of bleeding. These findings are in agreement with guidelines formulated in recent studies and the guidelines of the American College of Chest Physicians, but they may suggest a slightly lower intensity of anticoagulation than was recommended in the Dutch guidelines for high-risk patients (target INR, 3.5; range, 3.0 to 4.5). Because of the limited number of observations, the present study contains insufficient evidence to refute the Dutch guidelines. Therefore, future studies of the optimal intensity of anticoagulation in other populations of patients are needed to settle the issue definitively. Two ongoing primary-prevention studies, the Primary Prevention of Arterial Thromboembolic Processes in Atrial Fibrillation Study (PATAF) and the second Atrial Fibrillation, Aspirin, Anticoagulant Study (AFASAK II), are comparing various targets of anticoagulation. Until the results of these studies are available, one should use caution in extrapolating our results to primary prevention.

The analyses of efficacy presented here can provide clinicians with helpful insights, but they should not replace intention-to-treat analyses. The effect of erratic compliance with anticoagulation therapy can be assessed by this method, but the effects of withdrawal from anticoagulant treatment for reasons other than major bleeding complications (e.g., recurrent minor bleeding and reluctance by the patient to adhere to stringent regimens in which prothrombin time is controlled) are lost in such an analysis. Intention-to-treat analyses allow more general conclusions with regard to the strategy of prescribing anticoagulants, regardless of the intensity of coagulation attained, which, even with intensive control in the laboratory, depends largely on characteristics of the patient that are not always easily defined or recognized.

In our study, the incidence of major bleeding complications related to oral anticoagulant therapy was 2.8 per 100 patient-years, slightly higher than in the primary-prevention studies of patients with nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation but within the ranges reported by other studies that considered a wider range of indications. Differences in the intensity of anticoagulation may explain this difference in part, but the higher mean age of our patients may also have influenced the findings. The relation between higher age and an increased risk of major hemorrhagic events is still controversial but it seems plausible to expect a higher risk of complications because of an increase in coexisting conditions. This theory is supported by the findings of the recently completed second study by the Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation (SPAF II) investigators. In our study population, no association was found between high systolic blood pressure or a history of hypertension, on the one hand, and the risk of bleeding on the other. Possible explanations may be that the study sample was small, that only patients with ad-
equitably controlled hypertension were enrolled, and that the blood-pressure measurements obtained at study entry that were used in this analysis were probably unrepresentative of systolic blood pressures during the rest of the study period.

In conclusion, the optimal therapeutic range for anticoagulation in the secondary prevention of vascular events in relatively old patients with nonrheumatic atrial fibrillation who have recently had a minor cerebral ischemic event lies between INRs from 2.0 to 3.9, with a target INR of 3.0. When the INR is above 5.0, the risk of serious bleeding complications becomes unacceptable, whereas no apparent reduction in thromboembolic events was observed at INRs below 2.0.

We are indebted to Prof. E.A. Loeliger for his valuable advice and comments.

APPENDIX

The following centers and investigators participated in the European Atrial Fibrillation Trial. The number of patients randomized at each center is given in parentheses.


**France:** Paris — A. Rascol (1); and V. van den Bergh and L. Mol (1); and J.C. Bover, C. Heiss, and N. Rudback, M. Samuels-Son, and P. Sigfridson (9); and S.J.C. Hamilton and J. Kane (5); and M. Hedenus (11).


Table 3. Multivariate Analysis of the Ischemic and Hemorrhagic Complications That Occurred First in the Study Patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>ADJUSTED RATIO</th>
<th>P VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INR &lt;2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 to 2.9</td>
<td>0.2 (0.1—6.0)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 to 3.9</td>
<td>0.4 (0.1—1.1)</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 to 4.9</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6—4.6)</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5.0</td>
<td>3.6 (1.2—11.2)</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age — yr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>3.1 (1.5—6.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure at entry — mm Hg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤160</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;160</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6—3.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of ischemic heart disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.4 (0.6—3.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiothoracic ratio &gt;50 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2.9 (1.4—5.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CI denotes confidence interval.*
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